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from the Dardanelles to Gibraltar, that may inde*& have
been on his part but a historical reminiscence, bu$ATice-
phorus Phocas, the conqueror of Crete, could teff^ge
ambassador of Otto I with more justification that he alone
possessed strong naval forces. The elasticity of the fleet,
however, was lost again when demands on it diminished. If
the navy had remained even in the days of its glory in the
second rank, it now suffered a further setback. The organi-
zation of the Asiatic provincial fleet was naturally affected by
the invasion of the Seljuks. Later Alexius Comnenus tried
once more to restore the navy. The increasing weakness of
the fleet is shown by the engagement of mercenaries, and
above all by the fact that, whereas the Empire had formerly
been able to issue its orders to the Venetians, it now sought
their help by granting trade concessions. The consequences
of the complete decay of the fleet were quickly apparent.
The Doge Dandolo knew only too well that the former master
of Venice could not offer resistance to him on the sea. The
fleet of the Palaeologi was always too weak to play a decisive
part in the fight for predominance in the Mediterranean.
Warships in general were called dromonds. Yet specifi-
cally the dromonds were the actual battleships, i.e. boats of
different sizes with sails and having two banks of oars,
manned by a crew numbering up to 300, of whom 70 were
marines, the others rowers and seamen. The average crew
may be reckoned as 200 men. Ships of a special construction
with two banks of oars were called pamphyli\ they were of
greater speed and could turn more easily; but, in spite of
being a type of cruiser, they were also used in set battles.
The flagship of the admiral was always a famfhylus of a
special size and speed. In addition there were lighter ships
with only one bank of oars for observation and for carrying
dispatches. During the tenth century the fleet at Con-
stantinople was stronger than that of the maritime themes.
Yet the figures mentioned in the sources do not give a basis
on which to work out a reliable average strength, particu-
larly as trading vessels were also sometimes manned for war,
while old ships were brought back into service. The ram-
ming spur of the ships was an excellent weapon, owing to the
ease with which the Byzantines manoeuvred their vessels.
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